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The states in the low-energy region
only collect few percent of the EWSR

How can we put them into better
evidence?



One possibility: Coulomb excitation

• At high energy the cross sections just
follow B(E1) strength distribution

              but
• at lower energy the kinematical cut-off
   will enhance the role of the states with

lower energies







What is the nature of these low-lying
states?

Let us look at the transition densities



Rather different
behaviour between
low-lying (PDR) and 
high-lying (GDR)
dipole states



Possible interpretation as Pygmy Dipole Resonance:
oscillations of the valence neutrons against the
proton+neutron core



Macroscopic picture:
assuming a separation of the neutron density into a
core part ρN

C with NC neutrons and a valence part ρN
V

with NV neutrons (N=NC+NV) and defining the proton
density ρP with Z protons,  one obtains for this
macroscopic collective mode the following form for
neutron and  proton transition densities

            δρN(r)   = β [NV/A dρN
C(r)/dr

                             - (NC +Z)/A dρN
V(r)/dr]

and
              δρP(r)  = β [NV/A dρP(r)/dr]



Np=50, NC=50, NV=32



Coulomb excitation processes
provide information only on B(Eλ)
matrix elements (i.e. on the
integrated transition densities).
More precise information on the
transition densities can be
obtained from nuclear excitation
processes via the corresponding
nuclear formfactors



Nuclear inelastic formfactor obtained by doublefolding
the transition density with the projectile density and
the NN interaction (here taken to be M3Y)

so including both isoscalar and isovector components
           F = F isoscalar + F isovector



We consider the excitation of the Pygmy and
Giant dipole states in 132Sn by different

projectiles: α, 40Ca and 48Ca

In the first two cases (Na=Za) only the
isoscalar part is active, in the last

(Na≠Za) both isoscalar and isovector



Nuclear and Coulomb formfactors



Nuclear and Coulomb
formfactors
(calculated at the
surface)



Active only
the isoscalar
field

Nuclear and Coulomb
formfactors



Active both
isoscalar and
isovector
fields

Nuclear and Coulomb
formfactors



Different relative
weights in the two
cases, due to
different interplay
of isoscalar and
isovector
contributions

Nuclear formfactors
(calculated at the
surface)



Nuclear and Coulomb
formfactors
(calculated at the
surface)



With ion-ion potential and
formfactors we can now
calculate cross sections
(for example within the
semiclassical approach)

OBS Careful elastic scattering
measurements are needed to
provide proper optical potentials



Different colliding systems

Partial wave  cross sections

b : impact parameter

PDR

GDR



GDR

PDR
Total cross sections



Sensitivity to
the absorption

3 cases:
W=0.25V,0.5V,0.75 V

With weak absorption
the relative weight of 
the nuclear contribution
increases



The nuclear contribution can naturally be
enhanced by considering the differential

cross sections and selecting scattering angles
corresponding to grazing conditions.

An alternative possibility is to look at the
total cross sections but to play with the

bombarding energy, which alters the relative
role of Coulomb and nuclear contributions



Different bombarding energies: different
relative weights of PDR and GDR



Conclusions

The interpretation of the low-lying dipole strength as a
“pygmy” dipole state of collective nature needs to be
carefully checked.
Valuable information on the nature of these states can
be obtained by excitation processes involving the
nuclear part of the interaction, which can probe the
shape of the transition densities.
The use of different bombarding energies, of
different combinations of colliding nuclei involving
different mixture of isoscalar/isovector components,
together with the mandatory use of microscopically
constructed formfactors, can provide the clue towards
the solution of the problem.


